NO LIABILITY
By your subscription to and or use of this website, you expressly and irrevocably agree that no
condition shall exist to create or impart any liability whatsoever to any owner, contributor,
supporter, editor or other person affiliated in any way with
GOLDRUNNERFRACTALANALYSIS.COM.
GOLDRUNNERFRACTALANALYSIS.COM makes no representations, warranties, nor
guarantees; either express or implied, regarding the accuracy or completeness of the information
contained on this site. Information and analysis supplied by
GOLDRUNNERFRACTALANALYSIS.COM and/or any contributor, owner, user or supporter
of the site, or any source mentioned on the site; comes with the express condition that every user
of the site is subject to, that no obligation, responsibility, or liability (including legal fees) shall
be incurred by GOLDRUNNERFRACTALANALYSIS.COM, site contributors, owners, users,
supporters or any site source for any loss or damage, whether incidental, special, indirect, or
consequential; in connection with, caused by, or arising from any use of or reliance on the
information contained on the GOLDRUNNERFRACTALANALYSIS.COM web site. Should
you be dissatisfied with any information or materials on the site, or with the site terms and
conditions, your sole remedy is to discontinue using the
GOLDRUNNERFRACTALANALYSIS.COM site. You assume all risk associated with any
investment decisions you make based on information contained on the website. Members of
GOLDRUNNERFRACTALANALYSIS.COM, their families, or sources noted on the site may
hold long or short positions in any securities mentioned on
GOLDRUNNERFRACTALANALYSIS.COM at any time. Additionally, the internet is not a
completely reliable transmission medium, and GOLDRUNNERFRACTALANALYSIS.COM
cannot be liable for any failures responsible for preventing access to our site.
NO INVESTMENT ADVICE
By subscribing, you agree that any opinions expressed on the site will not be mis-construed as
investment advice. Users of GOLDRUNNERFRACTALANALYSIS.COM agree to seek the
advice of their own personal licensed investment advisor before making any investment decision
based on any opinion included on the GOLDRUNNERFRACTALANALYSIS.COM site. We
do not give investment advice so all comments on the site should be accepted as an independent
opinion which is in no way a recommendation to buy or sell any type of investment instrument at
any time. We are not qualified or licensed investment advisors in every jurisdiction where the
site may be viewed nor are we aware of your circumstances, risk tolerance or other factors vital
to making any investment decision; so before considering any investment you must seek the
advice of a qualified investment advisor who is licensed with the appropriate agencies in your
area
NO PROMOTION OR INVESTOR RELATIONS ACTIVITIES
GOLDRUNNERFRACTALANALYSIS.COM has no promotional relationship with any
company, nor with any individual retained by a company in a promotional capacity. Thus, the
site only delivers independent opinions unmitigated by any promotional motivation whatsoever
in regards to individual companies.

